For early childhood education to be effective, every student must be given a chance to learn on their level. Since many children use mobile devices and touchscreen tablets before they ever set foot in a classroom, interactive panels and software applications give teachers the ability to overcome educational barriers and get students actively involved in the learning process.
Solutions
For Early Learning by Clear Touch®

The panel and stand are UL certified
Convertible mobile stand available in two sizes: Traditional and a "mini size," perfect for young students with shorter adjustments
The panel and stand are UL certified
Capacitive touch interactive panels with 20 points of touch
Stand allows the panel to smoothly move from table-top, to 45° and flat presentation mode
C-shaped base is designed for safety and accessibility

Software

Available

ABCmouse for Schools
by Kid Orange Tech
Easily roster children, create lessons and assign lessons

Included

Snowflake
Interactive lesson plans and ability to split screen in up to four zones

Canvas
Infinite white board with live web browsers

Collage
Screen sharing for up to six devices

Command
Relay messages to individual panels or entire networks

Visit our website to learn more about our software solutions:

getcleartouch.com
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